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BESPOKE COLOR SERVICE
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Flaneur offers a sophisticated custom color, dyed to order service 

with a “Satisfaction Guarantee.”
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Versatile Color Communication 

We take a variety of color references, such as fabric swatches, paint 

names from different brands, and Pantone codes. Our aim is to 

make sure that your precise color requirements are satisfied. 

No Order Minimum 

We accommodate orders of all sizes. While items over 3 lbs per 

color achieve optimal color saturation and energy efficiency (for 

reference, a queen-size duvet cover is about 4 lbs), we can cater to 

smaller orders, including individual items like a single sham. 

The Fastest Turnaround Time 

Once your order is finalized and payment confirmed, our estimated 

lead time is 2–4 weeks. This does not include time for lab dip 

review and approval. The timeline is confirmed individually for 

each order, noting that multiple color shades may extend the 

processing time. 
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Your Personal Color Archive 

We recognize that it's endearing when customers remain and their 

preferences hold true. To guarantee consistency and quality, we 

make a file for every client and project, storing the lab dip ready for 

use at a later time.  

Color Concierge 

Our Color Expert is excited to help you choose colors that fit your 

design concept, timing, and budget by providing comparisons, 

ideas, and experience. We can talk by phone, online meeting or 

chat, email, or any other preferred means. 

Special Gift Choice for Prestigious Customers 

We provide a beautiful gift option that embraces color and 

celebrates individuality. Upon request, we offer a framed sample of 

the lab dip as a genuinely one-of-a-kind gift.
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Our Production Process 

1. Lab Dip Creation: To fine-tune 

the color formula, we begin by 

making four lab dips and 

selecting the best match. We 

test for color fastness, always 

obtaining a level-5 rating—the 

best possible result to avoid 

color bleeding. 

2. Option for Lab Dip Review: You 

have the option to examine 

and accept the lab dip. In order 

to expedite processing, many 

clients choose to forego this 

stage. 

3. The Dyeing Process Begins: We 

start dyeing as soon as the lab 

dip is approved. 

4. Pre-Washing: To get rid of any 

shrinkage or residue, items are 

pre-washed. 

5. Quality Check: Prior to being 

pressed and folded, each piece 

is carefully inspected for 

quality. 

6. Delivery: FedEx or a carrier of 

your choosing will deliver the 

finished goods.
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Bud to Bed Craftsmanship 

- 100% Supima® cotton 

- Exclusive sateen weave 

- Biodegradable sewing threads derived from wood pulps 

- Riri® zipper closures on duvet covers 

- Partnerships with boutique, family-owned garment dye 

houses in Los Angeles, Montreal, and New Jersey.
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How to Get a Quote 

In order to provide you an exact price, we require the 

information below: 

- Size 

- Quantity 

- Item and the color it will be in

Options not limited to bedding 

VIP clients’ individual and specialty requests, such as bathrobes 

and towels in colors matching the bedding, textile artworks, or 

bespoke color linings for draperies or blankets, are always gladly 

accommodated by us. European-made internal product lines are 

available. 

Apart from residential projects, we have also supplied products 

and services to prominent art festivals, boutique hotels and 

premium rentals, pop-up retail stores, and many more 

establishments. 
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Email Support@HiFlaneur.com 

Tel +1 323 380 8023 

Web www.HiFlaneur.com 

US Office  

85 Broad Street, 29th Fl., New York, NY 10004 

Canada Office 

30 Wellington Street West, 5th Fl., Toronto, ON M5L 1E2 

Flâneur n. fla·neur / fläˈnər/  

A passionate traveler and observer, immersing 

themselves in diversities of cultures and societies.
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